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5

Abstract6

Modern control systems must cope with significant degrees of uncertainty, as well as with more7

dynamic environments, and to provide greater flexibility. This complexity requires to employ8

the efficacy of the agent-oriented software engineering approach. Agents and multiagent9

systems are becoming a new way to analyze, design and implement complex software systems,10

since the focus of an agent-based approach is on goals, tasks, communication and11

coordination. The aim of this paper is to present agents as tools that enhance the design for12

solving complex control problems. In this paper, we will argue that analyzing, designing, and13

implementing control complex software systems as a collection of interacting, autonomous,14

flexible components (i.e., as agents) affords software engineers several significant advantages15

over contemporary methods. A case study in the domain of control process is treated where16

the experiences of using an agent-based approach is assessed. A case study will be given to17

demonstrate this design method. Our purpose is to design a power intelligent management18

system that is able to fulfill the user comfort and minimize the consumption of the fuel of the19

generator. It is based on the concepts of an agent and a multi-agent systemhere.20

21

Index terms— Control agent, multi-controller systems, control agency, coordination obect.22

1 INTRODUCTION23

owadays multi-agent system (MAS) technology is being used for a wide range of control applications including24
scheduling and planning [1], diagnostics [2],25

condition monitoring [3], distributed control [4], hybrid control [5], congestion control [6], system restoration,26
market simulation [7], network control [8], and automation. MAS is exploited in two ways [9]: as an approach for27
building flexible and extensible hardware/software systems, and as a modeling approach. We note an interesting28
link between the desirable properties of intelligent control systems for complex autonomous systems and the29
behaviour of agent-based systems. Many benefits are derived from the characteristics of the agents reactivity,30
proactiveness, and social ability. An interesting issue of solving practical control problems is that they are31
generally not solved by using one technique. So, in general, they are solved by using multiple, heterogeneous32
models and multiple heterogeneous design techniques, while taking into account multiple control objectives.33
Agents have been proposed as enhanced controllers with features useful for fulfilling the new flexibility, availability34
and changeability requirements [10,11,12]. Agents have been considered as goal-oriented, semi-autonomous35
controllers in a distributed control system. They are expected to coordinate control operations both in normal36
and abnormal situations. In control functions the overall role of agents has usually been proposed to be decision37
making concerning actions in one controller and coordination of these decisions with other controllers.38

This paper begins by describing essential concepts of multi-agent systems that are related to the control systems39
and presents why multi-agent systems are being used for a number of control engineering applications. Section40
3 discusses the essence of a controller agent and section 4 -the application. Finally, the paper presents some41
conclusions. We represent a qualitative analysis to provide why agent-based systems are well suited for solving42
complex control problems. It proceeds from the standpoint of using agents as tools for designing multi-controller43
systems.44
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5 FIG 1. THE ARCHITECTURE OF A CONTROLLER -AGENT

2 II.45

3 AGENTS IN CONTROL ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS46

Multi-agent system is investigated as a new approach for control systems modeling and implementation. Why47
agents technology is supposed appropriate for control engineering application? There are many control engineering48
applications that flexible and extensible solutions are useful for them. Agents can provide a way for building49
such systems. Wooldridge [13] extends the definitions of an agent to an intelligent agent by extending the50
definition of autonomy to flexible autonomy. This is the ability to respond to dynamic situations (environment)51
correctly, to select the most proper actions from a set of actions. Extensibility implies the ability to easily add52
new functionality to a system, or upgrading any existing functionality [9]. The agent framework provides the53
functionality for messaging and service location, it means that new agent integration and communications are54
handled without effort from the system designer [14]. This creates extensible systems: extra functionality can be55
added by deploying new agents in system, and some parts of systems can be upgraded by deploying a replacement56
agent and removing the old one.57

Across many applications in control engineering there is also a requirement for the distribution of the controller58
elements throughout the system; so each component is controlled by one or more controllers. The agent platform59
is adequate for distributed systems. Agents own the properties to produce this quality. An agent is separate60
from its environment, it means that it can be placed in different environments and still has the same goals and61
abilities. This means that the same set of agents can be deployed on one computer, and alternatively on multiple62
networked computers, without modifying or changing the agent code [14].63

Fault tolerance is another requirement in many applications in control engineering. The flexibility offered by64
an open architecture of agents with social ability will provide a tolerance to physical faults. Agents use their own65
localized knowledge for decision-making, supplementing this with information gained by communication with66
other agents. Remaining independent of any kind of centralized control at while taking a local view of decisions67
gives rise to a tendency for robust behavior.68

Adopting an agent-oriented approach to software engineering means decomposing the problem into multiple69
autonomous components that can act and interact in flexible ways to achieve their set objectives [15]; from70
a control perspective, this view of software systems has several similarities to work on hierarchical systems in71
distributed control.72

Practical control systems generally are systems that consist of multiple control algorithms. Each control73
algorithm is designed to fulfill a particular task. In general, each control subproblem is different in nature and74
requires a particular design method for its solution. Also, each subset of controller modules requires a different75
combining technique. The agentbased framework is suitable and can be used to design and implement hierarchical76
structured multi-controller systems that consist of a set of heterogeneous control algorithms that are combined77
by heterogeneous techniques [16].78

It is for these reasons that we consider an agent-based system to be a suitable model on which to base an79
intelligent control system for complex systems.80

4 III. THE ESSENCE OF A CONTROLLER AGENT81

A special role in the theory and tools for solving complex control problems is attributed to the concept of an82
agent [17,18,19]. An agent represents an abstract entity that is able to solve a particular (partial) problem.83

Conflict between agents, which naturally arise in such systems due to the dependencies between the partial84
problems the agents solve, are handled by properly coordinating the agents’ activities. Agents can be combined85
into a multi-agent system, such that the overall multi-agent system is able to solve a more complex problem.86
Combining the concepts of a local controller and an agent has resulted in a so called controller-agent. ’A87
controller-agent is a local controller that is responsible for the initialization and finalization of its state variables,88
has knowledge about its operating regime and has an interface to coordinate its behavior with other controller-89
agents’ [20].90

Two different ways can be imagined to combine controllers and agents. The first way is to design a controller91
for the sense-think-act mapping of a particular agent. The controller becomes the architecture of the agent.92
Another way is to use agents for execution of control algorithms. A controller would consist of several agents,93
each becoming active and producing control signals under particular operating conditions of the controlled plant.94

5 Fig 1. The architecture of a controller -agent95

When constructing a multi-controller an important organizational design issue is to determine the entity or96
functional unit that will be responsible for each of these functions -the local control algorithm to calculate the97
control signals, the local operating regime of the local control algorithm in order to decide when to (de)activate98
the local controller, and initialization and finalization functions to initialize and finalize state variables of the99
local control algorithm.100

Agent theory, however, suggests a different organization, [16] i.e., to include all functions into an autonomous101
entity. The interface of a controller-agent is made up of its inputs and outputs, and its activation request and102
acknowledges signals. A controller-agent behaves either as being ”active” or ”inactive”. Whether a controller agent103
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is active or inactive depends on its intentions, and on the intentions of the remaining controller-agents. These104
intentions are expressed by the activation request signal. To coordinate several controller-agents, a mechanism105
-coordination object is needed that (in) activates them based on their intentions (i.e., activation request signal).106
It calculates acknowledge signals by using a so called decide function. So, a coordination object must take the107
decision and hence still must solve conflicts, deadlock, bumpless transfer and shattering.108

IV.109

6 THE APPLICATION110

We shall take into consideration an agentbased design for multi-controller systems, such that individual local111
controllers can be added, modified or removed from the overall multi-controller without redesigning the remaining112
system. We’ll use agents for execution of control algorithms. A controller would consist of several agents, each113
becoming active and producing control signals under particular operating conditions of the controlled plant. We114
shall analyze the design of a power intelligent management system in a vessel.115

This system allows having acclimatization, some light bulbs, and a hot water heater. A generator furnishes116
power for the vessel. All the equipments are independent and distributed. This system is open and the number117
of equipments in it is changeable. We can add or remove equipment in this system. The generator will supply118
with power to all these equipments. Our purpose is to design a power management system that is able to fulfill119
the user comfort and minimize the consumption of the oil of the generator.120

First of all, we identify global control strategies which optimally run the process. In a second step, control121
strategies are decomposed into single control tasks which can be executed locally. These control tasks are then122
grouped and assigned to the agent. After that, we are faced with the task of coordinating their operations. The123
partial control problems should be defined. We need to control the generator consumption so as to control this124
equipment let’s embed an agent (or control agency) in it.125

7 Fig 2. The Power Management System, generator, and126

consumption equipments127

The generator is supplied with a flow of fuel and can generate electrical energy. The controller agent regulates128
the electrical power generated by the generator by controlling the rate of rotation and the injection of fuel in the129
internal combustion engine.130

Also we have to control the light bulbs, (their light intensity must be variable according the time of the day).131
We need an agent (control agency) which is able to control the light bulbs. This lighting control system has to132
minimize energy consumption and therefore minimize the cost of energy required. The light agent controls some133
fluorescent light fixtures. The light agent can provide direct control of the power level of the fixture.134

Also the acclimatization needs to adjust the room temperature according to the user requirements. We need135
a controller agency to control the acclimatization equipments. This controller agent is able to choose through136
the heat generator or coolant compressor depending on the temperature of the rooms. Energy demand signals137
are calculated from the agent which defines the duration of and spacing between the closing of the thermostat138
switches. The agent uses this timing information to control switching signals in accordance with the duration of139
energy demand.140

8 Fig 3. The structure diagram of power management system141

control problem142

Another control problem is to control the temperature of the hot water. So a control agency is needed for this143
purpose. Suppose we have a tankless water heater for heating water passing there through. The controller agent144
communicates with the temperature sensors positioned to detect water temperature proximate the inlet and145
outlet portion. Agent also communicates with a flow meter positioned proximate the inlet portion which detect146
fluid volume. The agent receives the signals from the sensors and flow meter and decides for a proportional147
amount of electric current to the heating elements distributed on the tube.148

The control algorithm is decomposed into two complementary mechanisms:an emergency mechanism and a149
normal-Operation mechanism. Emergency mechanism, which is a real time one, will be triggered when the level150
of fuel in the generator’s deposit is lower than a reference level. During the emergency process only the request151
of the light bulbs control agency will be accepted. If the level of the fuel is higher than the reference level,152
the normal-Operation mechanism will be operated. During this phase, all the requests that come from all the153
control agencies will be taken in consideration. The priority of the emergency mechanism is higher than the154
normalOperation mechanism one. Also the priority level of the light bulbs control agency is higher than the155
priority of any other consumption equipment. Fig. ??. shows this decomposition of the control algorithm into156
two complementary mechanisms. These embedded control agencies need to communicate and coordinate their157
operations. Every control agency has a coordinated mechanism, which analyze the request signal to be active158
or inactive that comes from the agents of the control agency. It takes into consideration the priority level of159
the agents of this agency, and then it transmits this request signal to the central coordination mechanism. This160
mechanism sends an acknowledge signal to the control agency with higher priority level.161
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8 FIG 3. THE STRUCTURE DIAGRAM OF POWER MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM CONTROL PROBLEM

The main coordinator mechanism initializes the negotiation by asking the coordination mechanisms of the162
control agencies of the consumption equipments to send to it their power needs, with the purpose to reach a163
satisfactory function provided by this agent. It coordinates the operations of all the agents in the hierarchy,164
also makes decisions as accept or refuse the request signals that the other agents send. The coordination object165
acts like a supervisor and decides which controller-agent to (in) activate based on measured information and the166
controller-agent’s intentions. Fig. 4. shows the communication of the coordination object with all other agents.167
All the information about the current status of the controlled equipments is coming back to their embedded agents.168
So the agents can consider this information in their future plan. Our agent is responsible for the initialization and169
finalization of its state variables, has knowledge about its operating regime and has an interface to coordinate170
its behavior with other agents that solve elementary control problems of the thermostat. The agent contains an171
activation request signal. An object will coordinate the activity of the agents of the system. The activation signal172
is sent from our agent to the coordination object of the acclimatization agency at the moment when the current173
time reaches the time at which recovery to the new setpoint temperature occurs. Fig. ??. The architecture of174
the agent After that, an acknowledge signal, is sent from the coordination object to the agent. The agent goes to175
the operating regime and sends a recovery signal that provides a virtual setpoint temperature. The architecture176
of our agent is presented in Fig. ??. Following we will see it in detail. When the agent switches from ’inactive’177
to ’active’, it carries out some initialization or finalization functions to initialize, respectively finalize internal178
state variables of the agent The agent contains also, a calculate function that is being executed when the agent179
is active. It produces the recovery signal at the programming time.180

problems. The design method encourages to develop local solutions and to reason about their dependencies.181
It offers the coordination mechanisms to deal with these dependencies.182

This paper has outlined that using the agentbased design method, allows that individual controllers can be183
designed, implemented and tested separately. We demonstrate the use of an agent-based design technique for184
multi-controller systems. It is our future intent to continue the work and to implement step by step one of the185
control agencies.186

Multi-controller system in general reflects the decomposition of the complex control problem. Agents offer187
us as tools for solving control problems and organizing individual solutions. The agents are responsible for the188
initialization and finalization of their state variables, have knowledge about their operating regime and have an189
interface to coordinate its behavior with other agents of the system. They can be added, modified or removed190
from the overall multi-controller without redesigning the remaining system. 1 2 3 4

4
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.1 CONCLUSION

This agent can be modified or replaced and this doesn’t effect the other parts of the system. Our agent will192
use the same interface to communicate with the system.193

V.194

.1 CONCLUSION195

The agent-based design method presented in this paper helps the designer to solve complex control196
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